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**State Normal School Journal**

**CHENEY, WASHINGTON, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1924**

**VOLUME IX**

**NUMBER 6**

**MANY GRADS RETURN FOR HOMECOMING**

Between 300 and 400 former students back for First Big Reunion in 30 Years

**FOOTBALL GAME IS BIG EVENT**

Final Number of Homecoming Program in School Dance, Whiskey Vodka Aren't

Cheney Normal's first annual Homecoming Day was a big success.

The pep rally at 6:45 Friday evening was a spectacular success.

The dance Saturday night was more than a success. It was a triumph of organization.

**CHENY FACULTY IS 100 PER CENT IN MEMBERSHIP**

The question chosen this year for the inter-mural Normal school debate is: 

*Resolved: That Japanese* 

The debate was held at the normal school on November 7, at 8 o'clock.

Critically rated: 1. The debate was on the affirmative. 

The debate was well received.

Local Teachers Eligible for 10 Per Cent for Next Year

A meeting of the Chaplin League of the National Education Association was held last week at the Cheney Normal School.
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Grant degrees. Why shouldn't that same rule apply to the girls wearing only C. S. N. S. emblems and awards before the Advanced Students relative to the mere "showing off" for Homecoming Day, but other school than you are to Cheney Normal. Why the right to grant degrees should be considered first of all for the students of the school, we feel was exhibited. That spirit is what will build and it is well that each student should know of questions of interest to all is necessary to the columnists. We believe that intelligent discussion must be signed, although the writer's extension department of Columbia University, those institutions therefore are on a higher and better and make our next generation in the work of building Homecoming Day as success will some day constitute pioneers in the work of building our school larger and better and make our next tomorrow that was shown on the home field last Saturday. They did not disappoint of the board, and do not wish it to be installed. Their arguments against the board has been indorsed by some of the leading experts of America. However, upon investigation by other members of the athletic committee, they discovered that the work is to be installed. Their arguments against the board are only weighed by several of the leading swimming authorities.

The conclusion of the whole matter is that the Board of Directors of the Normal are being deprived of the use of a good diving board only because the board cannot come to an agreement upon its type. President Showalter has signed an agreement before he gives orders for the board to be put in.

The Chinese can stand changes of climate better than any other race, which may account for their not feeling the temper. It takes 100 leaves to make one gal of rice bran oil, but this knowledge won't make it taste a bit better.

WHY NOT FOR THE GIRLS ALSO?

Wish to call attention to the point of the expediency of girls having the same rule that is given to the boys in Grant degrees. Why shouldn't that same rule apply to the girls wearing only C. S. N. S. emblems and awards before the Advanced Students relative to the mere "showing off" for Homecoming Day, but other school than you are to Cheney Normal. Why the right to grant degrees should be considered first of all for the students of the school, we feel was exhibited. That spirit is what will build and it is well that each student should know of questions of interest to all is necessary to the columnists. We believe that intelligent discussion must be signed, although the writer's
Loyal Senior Girls Join in Pep SongsHomemadeShawarrings

After the dance on Saturday evening, Elva Carlson shifted to her better self and led her class in the homecoming swell. She proceeded to Kline.

Spartans.

Mabel W. E. Thomas of Colfax spent Sunday with her daughter, Anna.

Hazel Lougheed shifted to her better self and led her class in the homecoming swell.

The dance at Tum Tum's was a success. Many students were present and all enjoyed the evening. The dance continued until 3 a.m.

Don and Grace Warren.

Ellen Murphy, commonly known as "Spud," helped to swell the homecoming swell.

The school was excited as the homecoming swell was made interesting by the presence of students from all over.

On Wednesday evening, Wendell Phipps visited the homes of various students to spread the homecoming spirit.

Dickson Alley, of Greeneville, was the guest of Pan-student at the homecoming swell.

Bert Bunting was at the homecoming swell.

Wendell Phipps went to Spokane for the weekend.

Helen Poffenbarger, who is teaching music, was at the homecoming swell.

The homecoming swell was made interesting by the presence of students from all over.
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DRAMA WORK DRAWS MANY AT NORMAL

The Dramatic Club Makes Application to Affiliating with National Drama League of America

TRYOUTS SET FOR MONDAY

Those Selected Will Be Members of Normal Drama Team, Which Will Join the National

Last year the Active Drama Club met in the Normal school to organize and to elect officers for the present term. The group is now organizing itself into the National Drama League. By affiliation with this League the students, interested in the dramatic art, are provided with a large number of benefits and advantages. In the first place one of the advantages is that the students will have an opportunity to participate in the plays which result from the affiliation of the league. Also they will have the opportunity to take part in the dramatic contests which are held at the annual meeting of the league. Furthermore, the students will have the opportunity to study under the direction of experts in the field of dramatic art. The club has already made arrangements for the first meeting of the season, which will be held on Monday afternoon at 3:30. The meeting will be held in the auditorium, and all students interested in the dramatic art are invited to attend.

Dr. Henry J. Moore, who has been appointed as the director of the league, will be in charge of the meeting. He will discuss the plans for the season, and will answer any questions that may be raised by the students. The meeting will be followed by a rehearsal of the play "The School of Wives," which will be presented at the league's annual meeting. The rehearsal will be held in the auditorium, and all students interested in the dramatic art are invited to attend.

Alumni Will Be Featured

Many of the alumni who have been successful in the dramatic art will be featured in the play "The School of Wives." These alumni will be invited to attend the meeting, and will be given the opportunity to talk with the students about their experiences in the dramatic art. The meeting will be followed by a rehearsal of the play "The School of Wives," which will be presented at the league's annual meeting. The rehearsal will be held in the auditorium, and all students interested in the dramatic art are invited to attend.
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